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Medical record fees may not exceed those permitted by HIPAA. If state law fees are lower, do not exceed state limts. 
 

You may charge a patient a per page fee to convert paper records to electronic format. Compare your actual fee to the state fee. 
 

HIPAA - 45 CFR 164.524(c)(4) Fees. If the individual requests a copy of the protected health information or 
agrees to a summary or explanation of such information, the covered entity may impose a reasonable, cost-based 
fee, provided that the fee includes only the cost of: 
(i) Labor for copying the protected health information requested by the individual, whether in paper or electronic 

form; 
(ii) Supplies for creating the paper copy or electronic media if the individual requests that the electronic copy be 

provided on portable media; 
(iii) Postage, when the individual has requested the copy, or the summary or explanation, be mailed; and 
(iv) Preparing an explanation or summary of the protected health information, if agreed to by the individual as 

required by paragraph (c)(2)(iii) of this section. 
 

Calculating actual cost 

Supplies + Labor + Postage = Cost 

In rare cases, a patient may agree to an additional fee 
for a provider explantation or summary of these records. 

Charges for 
patient or personal 
representative access 

Charges for third-party 
access 

Cost of paper (Price of ream 
divided by number of sheets in a 
ream) x number of pages in record. 
OR electronic media - USB stick or 
disk. 

$ $ $ 

Cost of postage $ $ $ 

Cost of labor: Number of $ $ 
Time used to make copies minutes to   

• Machine set up: 1 min. 
• Number of pages copied per 

minute: usually 30 

make copies 
(plus PDF 
conversion, if 
applicable) = X 

  

Cost of labor by minute for 
copying (*not search and 
retrieval) + PDF conversion 

 
 
Staff costs per 
minute = Y 

  

Cost to convert to 
Adobe PDF Format for 
email* 

   

• First calculate staff cost per 
hour (hourly rate or salary 
divided by hours worked) 

• Then calculate staff cost per 
minute (staff cost per hour 
divided by 60) 

X times Y = Z 
(staff labor 
costs to make 
copies for the 
individual 
request) 

  

Total actual cost = cost of 
paper used + cost of postage + 
cost of labor 

 
$ = Z 

$ $ 

* "...labor costs...could include skilled technical staff time spent to create and copy the electronic file, such as...scanning and 
burning protected health information to media, and distributing the media. This could also include the time spent preparing an 
explanation or summary of the protected health information, if appropriate." [Federal Register Friday, January 25, 2013 at 5636]
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Calculating average cost 

 
The average cost of providing records 
Supplies + Labor + Postage = Cost 

Charges for 
patient or personal 
representative access 

Charges for 
third-party 
access 

1. Total actual costs of 20 
previous medical record requests 

$ $ $ 

2. Total number of pages in 20 previous 
medical record requests 

X pages X pages X pages 

3.  Divide total actual cost per request in 
Row 1 by total number of pages in Row 2. 
This is your average cost per page. 

$ $ $ 

 
Average per-page fees can only be charged in cases where the PHI requested is maintained in paper form and 
the individual requests a paper copy of the PHI, or asks that paper PHI be scanned into an electronic format. 
Per-page fees are not permitted for paper or electronic copies of PHI maintained electronically. 

 
 
 

Calculating flat fee for electronic copies of PHI maintained electronically 
 Charges for 

patient or personal 
representative access 

Charges for 
third-party 
access 

Record requests for paper copies of less 
than 13 pages: Free 

Free Free Free 

Record requests for paper copies of more 
than 13 pages: no more than $6.50 

  

No more than 
$6.50 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

No more than $6.50 
No more than 
$6.50 
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Washington State caps fees for medical records and adjusts these every 2 years (WAC 246-08-400) for 2017: 
"(1) Copying charge per page: 

(a) No more than one dollar and seventeen cents per page for the first thirty pages; 
(b) No more than eighty-eight cents per page for all other pages. 

(2) Additional charges: 
(a) The provider can charge a twenty-six dollar clerical fee for searching and handling records; 
(b) If the provider personally edits confidential information from the record, as required by statute, the provider can 

charge the usual fee for a basic office visit. 
(3) HIPAA covered entities as defined in 45 C.F.R. Sec. 103 may not charge fees or costs that are not authorized by, or 
are prohibited by, Federal HIPAA regulation 45 C.F.R. Sec. 164." 

 
 
 

Calculating State statutory copy fees 

 
Charge if lower than your average actual fees 

Charges for 
patient or personal 
representative access 

Charges for third- 
party access 

Clerical fee for searching and 
handling records* 
(*cannot charge this for records 
provided directly to the patient/personal 
representative. If the records are going 
to entities beyond the patient/personal 
representative, such as non-patient 
attorneys or health plans, the handling 
fee may be charged.) 

$26.00 Cannot charge $ 

Per-page charges Charge if lower than actual 
 

Pages 1-30 $1.17 per page Charge if lower than actual $ 

Pages 31 or more $0.88 per page Charge if lower than actual $ 

Record Explanation by Provider * Office Visit Fee Only if Agreed in Advance $ 
Postage cost $ Actual cost $ 

Total cost $ Lowest of actual or statutory $ 
 

* Preparing an explanation or summary of the protected health information, if agreed to by the individual 
[45 CFR 164.524(c)(4)(iv)] 

 
 
 
 
  


